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1 Introduction 
QlikView Expressor 3.10 (Expressor) introduces the MongoDB Datascript Module, which is derived from 

open source code. This module allows you to read from and write to a MongoDB instance.  Generally 

you will include this coding in the read custom and/or write custom operators, but there is no reason 

that you could not also access a MongoDB instance from within transform or aggregate operators.1 

While this datascript module includes functions that you could use to create and manage indexes or 

drop collections, these are not typically actions that you would perform from within a dataflow.  

Consequently, these functions will not be discussed in this document, which deals exclusively with 

reading and writing data.  If you need to know more about functions not detailed in this document, refer 

to the documentation associated with the open source project. 

Expressor is an ideal complement to the MongoDB as it provides functionality, such as joins, not 

included within MongoDB.  And an Expressor Dataflow is an ideal way to move data into or out of a 

MongoDB collection as dataflows can easily process the nested data structures found in MongoDB 

documents. 

As you will see in the following examples, arguments to the functions in this module are string indexed 

Expressor Datascript tables, strings, or numbers and each document returned from MongoDB is 

represented as a datascript table.  Consequently, as an Expressor developer you already have the skills 

needed to write code using this datascript module. 

One point about initializing these datascript tables needs to be raised.  Many MongoDB keywords begin 

with the $ character.  These keywords are used as string index values in datascript tables.  When 

initializing these elements in the table, you must use square brace notation rather than dot notation or 

initialization during declaration.  That is, the syntax  
tableName={} 

tableName[“$keyword”]=someValue  

rather than  
tableName={} 

tableName.$keyword=someValue 

or 
tableName={“$keyword”=someValue}. 

Keywords or index values that begin with an underscore, for example, _id, do not have this restriction.  

                                                           
1
 The coding examples in this document are intended to illustrate how to use the functionality in the MongoDB 

Datascript Module and are not intended as examples of the most efficient or best coding approach.  While the 
examples generally include coding within a Read Custom or Write Custom operator, the transform, aggregate, and 
multi-transform operators are also appropriate places to use the functionality of this module. 

https://github.com/moai/luamongo
https://github.com/moai/luamongo/wiki
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2 Binary JSON Objects 
The MongoDB uses binary encodings of JSON-like documents, termed BSON objects, as the data storage 

and transfer format for documents.  Each BSON object includes three elements: a string field name, a 

BSON type declaration, and a value.  BSON types supported in the Expressor MongoDB Datascript 

Module include: string, integer (32 and 64 bit), double (64 bit floating point number, date (number of 

milliseconds after January 1, 1970), byte array, null, ObjectID, and regular expression. 

Expressor also includes datetime, integer, and decimal types, but these are not directly compatible with 

the MongoDB BSON types, so processing MongoDB data within Expressor requires attention to type 

conversions.  When writing Expressor Datascript, you will use functions from the Expressor MongoDB 

Datascript Module to perform these data conversions.  The MongoDB BSON types are generally 

represented as a single element numerically indexed Datascript table.  Calling the Datascript type 

function on a BSON object will return table while calling the mongo.type function will return a 

BSON type name, for example mongo.Date. 

2.1 Function Calls 
The following table summarizes the BSON functions you will use most frequently. 

Function Input Output 

mongo.Date Integer value representing number of 
milliseconds since midnight on January 
1, 1970. 

mongo.Date type; 
single element numerically indexed 
Datascript table 

mongo.NumberInt Numeric integer value or Expressor 
Datascript integer type value. 
Will not accept Expressor Datascript 
decimal type value. 

mongo.NumberInt (32 bit 
integer) type; 
single element numerically indexed 
Datascript table 

mongo.NumberLong Numeric value, Expressor Datascript 
integer type value, Expressor Datascript 
decimal type value. 

mongo.NumberLong (64 bit 
integer) type; 
single element numerically indexed 
Datascript table 

mongo.ObjectId None 12 byte value 

 4-byte time stamp 

 3-byte computer identifier 

 2-byte process id 

 3-byte sequential value 

mongo.NULL None null 

mongo.type Data value BSON type of data value 

mongo.tonumber Numeric integer value or Expressor 
Datascript integer type value. 
Will not accept Expressor Datascript 
decimal type value. 

number value 
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3 Writing Data to a MongoDB Collection 
As an initial example, let’s detail how to use Expressor 

to write data to a MongoDB collection, specifically, 

move records from a relational database table into 

the collection.  This example reads data from the 

Employees table of the Oracle XE demo database.   

As you can see from the figure, quite a few columns 

are optional and may not be included in all records.  

Therefore, not all documents inserted into the 

collection will contain the same complement of keys.  In the corresponding Expressor table schema, 

EMPLOYEE_ID, MANAGER_ID, and DEPARTMENT_ID will become integer types while SALARY and 

COMMISSION_PCT will be decimal types. 

The dataflow includes only two operators: Read Table and Write Custom.  Simply configure the Read 

Table operator to read all columns and all rows from the source table. 

 

 
Then in the Write Custom operator, use the MongoDB Datascript Module as the basis for your coding as 

illustrated in the following code fragment.  In this example, the MongoDB has been deployed onto the 

same computer as Expressor, but that is not a requirement. 

Note how code in the initialize function sets up the connection and then, if desired, cleans out 

(truncates) the collection.  Code in the write function performs any required type conversions and then 

puts each entry into a Datascript table.  And code in the finalize function inserts all of the records into 

the collection in a single batch.  If your actual application has too large a number of records to process in 

a single batch, you will need to revise the coding, processing appropriately sized groups of records. 
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If you would rather insert each record individually, replace the statement on line 28 with a call to 

db:insert and delete line 33. 

 

Look at the statement on line 20.  Since dates in MongoDB are stored as milliseconds after January 1, 

1970 while Expressor datetime types are represented as seconds after January 1, 2000, the Expressor 

datetime value must be converted to a value suitable for the MongoDB entry.  The value 946684800 is 

the number of seconds between the epoch values.  Numeric values, both integers such as MANAGER_ID 

and DEPARTMENT_ID or decimals such as SALARY or COMMISSION_PCT must be converted into 

numbers.  And, since each document in a MongoDB collection must have an _id key, EMPLOYEE_ID is 

assigned to this key.  In line 18, either the Datascript tonumber or the mongo.NumberInt functions 
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may be used to convert the Datascript integer type into a suitable MongoDB value, but in line 23 the 

Datascript function tonumber must be used as the function mongo.tonumber will not convert 

Datascript decimal type values. 

3.1 Function Calls 
The following table summarizes the specifics of each function call against the MongoDB.   

Function Input Output 

mongo.Connection.New() None required. 
Optional: auto-connect or timeout. 

Connection object. 

db:connect() String containing host name or IP address of 
computer hosting MongoDB. 

Status code and error 
message. 

db:remove() String containing MongoDB and connection 
names separated by the dot character. 

db_name.collection_name 

Optional string indexed datascript table 
identifying which collection entries to 
remove.   

{key_name=value} 

If no specification is provided, all entries are 
removed. 

Status code and error 
message. 

db:insert() String containing MongoDB and connection 
names separated by the dot character. 

db_name.collection_name 

Document (actually a string indexed 
Datascript table) to be inserted into the 
collection. 

Status code and error 
message. 

db:insert_batch() String containing MongoDB and connection 
names separated by the dot character. 

db_name.collection_name 

Numerically indexed Datascript table where 
each element is a document (actually a 
string indexed Datascript table) to be 
inserted into the collection. 

Status code and error 
message. 
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4 Reading Data from a MongoDB Collection 
To read from the collection populated by the previous example is straight-forward: create a connection, 

connect to the MongDB instance, and execute a query. 

 

On line 16, the MongoDB date value must be converted to an Expressor datetime type by first 

converting from milliseconds to seconds then subtracting the epoch differential.  Note how the value of 

the mongo.Date type is returned as a single element numerically indexed Datascript table. 

Line 8 includes the db:query function call.  This function takes multiple arguments, although all but the 

first argument are optional.  The first, required argument is a string containing MongoDB and 

connection names separated by the dot character. 

The second argument is a string indexed Datascript table that specifies the criteria that select which 

records to return from the collection.  In the above code, an empty table, which is interpreted as no 

selection criteria, has been provided as this argument; omitting this argument is equivalent to an empty 

table, but it’s a best practice to indicate the lack of selection criteria by entering an empty table.   

 

But what if you only want 
to return documents for 
employees in a specific 
department?  Or those in a 
department with a given 
salary?  In this case you 
must include the selection 
criteria in this table. 
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What about expression criteria with comparison operators other than equality?  This is possible, but a 

little more complex.  For these criteria, you will use the modifiers “$lt”, “$lte”, “gt”, and 

“$gte”
2 as a string index of a nested table.  For example, 

 

Note how lines 8-9 define a Datascript table that becomes the value associated with the string index 

SALARY in the criteria.  These criteria will select only those employees in department 80 with salaries 

greater than or equal to $8400. 

This approach of creating a table and then nesting it within another table is the required syntax to 

developing complex table arguments to the MongoDB functions. 

There are other modifiers as shown in the following table. 

Modifier Usage Result 
“$in” criteria = {} 

criteria["$in"] = {20,80} 

cursor,err =    

  db:query('members.employees',{DEPARTMENT_ID=criteria}) 

Retrieves all documents for 
employees in departments 
20 or 80. 

“$nin” criteria = {} 

criteria["$nin"] = {20,80} 

cursor,err =    

  db:query('members.employees',{DEPARTMENT_ID=criteria}) 

Retrieves all documents for 
employees in departments 
other than 20 and 80. 

“$or” criteria = {} 

criteria["$or"] =  

  {{FIRST_NAME="Sarah"},{DEPARTMENT_ID=20}} 

cursor,err = db:query('members.employees',criteria) 

 

 

department = {} 

department["$in"] = {20,80} 

criteria = {} 

criteria["$or"] =  

  {{FIRST_NAME="Sarah"},{DEPARTMENT_ID=department}} 

cursor,err = db:query('members.employees',criteria) 

Retrieves all documents for 
employees in department 
20 or any employee with 
first name Sarah. 
 
 
Retrieves all documents for 
employees in departments 
20 or 80 or any employee 
with first name Sarah. 

“$not” criteria = {} 

criteria["$not"] = (DEPARTMENT_ID=80} 

cursor,err = db:query('members.employees',criteria) 

Retrieves all documents for 
employees not in 
department 80. 

 

 

                                                           
2
 The quotation marks are required.  You may use single or double quotation marks. 
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Now that we’ve covered how to select documents from the collection, let’s see how to limit the number 

of documents returned.  The third argument to db:query limits the number of documents returned, 

although 0 means to return all documents.  The following query will return only two documents for 

employees in department 80. 

 

And the fourth argument is the number of documents to skip before returning the specified number of 

documents.  The following query will still return only two documents for employees in department 80, 

but they will be the third and fourth documents from the collection as the first and second documents 

were skipped. 

 

Finally, how to specify which keys to return from the query?  To select the keys, you supply a fifth 

argument, which is a string indexed table where each element index is the name of a field.  If the value 

associated with the index is 1, that key will be returned; if the value is 0, that key will not be returned.  

However, with the exception of the _id key, you cannot mix included and excluded values. 

 

This query will only return the first and last names of the third and fourth employees in department 80. 
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4.1 Function Calls 
The following table summarizes the specifics of each function call against the MongoDB.   

Function Input Output 

mongo.Connection.New() None required. 
Optional: auto-connect or timeout. 

Connection object. 

db:connect() String containing host name or IP address of 
computer hosting MongoDB. 

Status code and error 
message. 

db:query() String containing MongoDB and connection 
names separated by the dot character. 

db_name.collection_name  

 
Optional string indexed Datascript table 
identifying which documents to retrieve.   

{key_name=value [,…]} 

If no specification is provided, all entries are 
returned. 
Modifiers: 

“$in”, “$nin”, “$or”, “$not” 
 
Optional number of documents to return. 
 
Optional number of documents to skip 
before returning the specified number of 
documents. 
 
Optional string indexed Datascript table 
identifying which keys to include in the 
returned documents. 

Cursor and message. 
If query fails, cursor will be 
nil and message will 
contain an error message. 

db:find_one String containing MongoDB and connection 
names separated by the dot character. 

db_name.collection_name  

 
Optional string indexed Datascript table 
identifying which documents to retreive.   

{key_name=value [,…]} 

If no specification is provided, all entries are 
returned. 
Modifiers: 

“$in”, “$nin”, “$or”, “$not” 
 
Optional string indexed Datascript table 
identifying which keys to include in the 
returned documents. 

Cursor and message.  
If query fails, cursor will be 
nil and message will 
contain an error message. 
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cursor:next() None Next document from the 
retrieved collection. 

cursor:results() None An iterator function that 
allows a loop to retrieve 
each document. 
 
for entry in  

 cursor:results() 

do 

 … 

end 

cursor:has_more() None True if the cursor contains 
more documents; false if 
the cursor is empty. 
 
if  

 cursor:has_more() 

then 

 entry= 

   cursor:next() 

 … 

end 
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5 Writing Nested Data to a MongoDB Collection 
These first two examples showed how to work with flattened data, that is, MongoDB documents that 

did not include nested documents.  But of course, one of the features of MongoDB is to work with 

documents that include nested documents.  With Expressor, a nested document is simply a string 

indexed Datascript table associated with a key in its parent document. 

An example that illustrates how to handle this use case can be built from the same database table used 

in the first example.  In this example, the name and employee identification number of each employee’s 

manager will be added to the employees collection. 

The Employees table is read by two operators.   

 Employees reads each row in the table 

and emits a record containing all of the column 

values.   

 Managers reads each row and emits a 

record containing only the EMPLOYEE_ID, 

FIRST_NAME, and LAST_NAME column values. 

 

 

Since the company CEO does not have a manager, there will be an 

employee document that will not contain a nested manager 

document, so in joining the two incoming records an output record 

must be created from the employee information when no manager 

information exists.  This requires setting the Join type property to 1.  

The join key from the employee records is the MANAGER_ID, which 

is used to select the employee’s manager. 

A nested document is represented by a string indexed Datascript 

table, so the manager’s first and last names and employee identifier 

will become elements in this table.  However, an attribute cannot be 

initialized with a Datascript table, so while the nested table is being 

processed within the dataflow, it must be flattened to a string value. 

The json Datascript Module includes functions for flattening 

(serializing) and reconstructing (de-serializing) tables. 

In the join operator, add another output attribute that will contain the flattened nested document.  

Then block the attributes in the manager record and use these values to initialize the nested document. 
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Lines 5-8 create the Datascript table that represents the nested document.  In line 9, the 

json.encode function is used to flatten this table into a string representation, which can then be 

assigned to the string attribute SUPERVISOR.  This nested document must be passed through the 

dataflow in this flattened representation. 

When writing the document to the MongoDB collection, de-serialize the nested document back to its 

table representation (json.decode function in line 22 in the following screen shot). 
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6 Reading Nested Data from a MongoDB Collection 
When you read a document from MongoDB that includes a nested document, your code must either 

flatten the nested document into a string representation that can be passed through the dataflow, or 

your code must extract the data from the nested document and add it to the data from the parent 

document.  Your code cannot assign the unprocessed nested document to an attribute. 

To flatten the document, you simply access each string indexed value.  In the following screen shot, line 

21 illustrates how to extract data from the nested document. 
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7 Deleting Data from a MongoDB Collection 
To remove one or more documents from a collection, use the remove function.  This function requires 

two arguments: the name of the database and collection on which to act, and a Datascript table that 

identifies the document(s) to remove.  If the second argument is omitted, all documents are removed 

(similar to truncating a relational database table). 

For example, the following statement would remove all documents from the members.employees 

collection in the specified department with the specified manager. 

 db:remove("members.employees",{DEPARTMENT_ID=80,MANAGER_ID=147}) 

7.1 Function Calls 
The following table summarizes the specifics of this function call. 

Function Input Output 

db:remove() String containing MongoDB and connection 
names separated by the dot character. 

db_name.collection_name  

String indexed datascript table identifying 
which collection entries to remove.   

{key_name=value [,…]} 

Omitting this argument leads to all 
documents being removed from the 
collection. 

Status code and error 
message. 
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8 Using Modifiers 

8.1 Update a Collection Entry with the $set Modifier 
Updating an entry in a MongoDB collection is a highly versatile operation in that you can specify which 

documents to update, which key values to alter, whether to insert a new document if a document does 

not already exist or whether to alter just one or all eligible documents. 

In this example, code in the Read Custom operator, which is identical 

to the previous example, retrieves all records from the collection 

containing employee information.  If you examine the existing data, 

you will notice that EMAIL addresses are incomplete.   

This application will alter each address to include a company and domain. 

The interesting code is contained in the write function in the Write Custom operator.  As each record is 

processed: 

 Line 10 appends a company name and domain to the current email address. 

 Line 12 creates a string indexed Datascript table. 

o The key is the string ‘$set’, which is a MongoDB command for modifying a document. 

o The value is another string indexed Datascript table. 

 The key is the string EMAIL (quotation marks are unnecessary). 

 The value is the revised email address. 

o Note that dot notation cannot be used. 

 MongoDB commands containing the $ character must be identified using square 

bracket notation. 

 Line 13 performs the document update. 
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8.2 Update/Insert a Collection Entry with the $set Modifier 
One useful action that you may want to perform against a collection is an upsert.  

 If a document matching the update criteria is contained in the collection, an update is performed. 

 If a document matching the update criteria is not found, an insert is performed. 

To indicate that you want to perform this action, supply a fourth argument to the db:update function 

call.  Entering true enables this behavior; entering false or omitting this entry disables this behavior.  In 

the previous example, this argument was omitted as the intention was to simply update each existing 

document. 

The dataflow in this example includes two steps.  The first 

step reads a CSV file containing a chronological listing of the 

presidents of the United States, identifying their political 

party affiliation.  
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A second step in the dataflow then writes this information to a MongoDB collection. 

 

In this second dataflow step, code in a read custom operator 

is used to generate two records. 

 An update record for George Washington. 

 A new record for the next president. 
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Then code in a write custom operator makes two calls against the existing collection.  The first call, using 

the update record for George Washington, changes the party entry in the corresponding document 

while the second call inserts a new document into the collection. 

 

Note that the fourth argument to the db:update function call (line 14) is the Boolean true.  

Consequently, the upsert functionality is enabled. 
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8.3 Bulk Updates to a Collection with the $set Modifier 
Another action you may want to perform on a collection is to update all records that satisfy a selection 

criterion in the same way.  For example, change all employees from one department to another.  To 

indicate that you want to perform this action, supply a fifth argument to the db:update function call.  

Entering true enables this behavior; entering false or omitting this entry disables this behavior.  You 

must make an entry (true or false) for the fourth argument as well, it cannot be omitted. 

As in the previous example, the dataflow in this example 

includes two steps.  The first step reads a CSV file containing a 

chronological listing of the presidents of the United States, 

identifying their political party affiliation. 

 

In the second step, the read custom operator includes code 

that generates a single record that specifies the criteria to be 

used to select records for updating.  In this example, all 

members of the Democratic-Republican party will have their 

party affiliation changed. 

 

And code in the write custom operator 
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Note that the fifth argument to the db:update function call (line 14) is the Boolean true.  Consequently, 

the bulk update functionality is enabled and the party affiliation for all members of the Democratic-

Republican party is changed.  In this example, the fourth (upsert) argument is false. 
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8.4 Working with Array Entries 
Frequently an entry in a collection will be an array of values, such as the names of members of a group 

or a grouping of comments attached to a Web page.  In many situations, this entry might initially be an 

empty array or might not even be included in the MongoDB document.   

8.4.1 Manipulating Array Entries 

To create and initialize the entry, use the $set modifier, the $pull modifier, and the $push modifier 

to add additional elements to the array. 

As with the previous examples in this section, this 

example reads a CSV file containing a chronological 

listing of the presidents of the United States, 

identifying their political party affiliation.   

An aggregate operator groups the presidents by party and emits a record that includes the party name 

and a string representation of a numerically indexed datascript table that contains each president’s 

name.   

 

A write custom operator first creates a document for each party (db:insert function) then adds an array 

containing the names of presidents in that party (db:update function using $set modifier).  Then the 

code revises Barack Obama’s entry (db:update function using $pull and $push modifiers). 
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 Code in the initialize function sets up the connection to MongoDB and then deletes all 

documents from the presidents collection. 

 In the write function 

o Lines 14-16 create a document for each political party. 

 Initially the only key is _id, which is the name of the political party. 

o Line 19 processes the associated group of presidents’ names into a numerically indexed 

datascript table. 

o Lines 20-22 use the $set modifier to add a new key, which is associated with an array 

value, to the document. 

o Lines 26-28 use the $pull modifier to remove an entry from the array of Democratic 

president names. 

o Lines 30-32 use the $push modifier to add a new entry to the array. 
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8.4.2 Reading Array Entries 

To retrieve specific document from an array, you simply specify a selection criterion for the db:query 

function.  For example, the following query will retrieve both Franklin D Roosevelt (a Democrat) and 

Theodore Roosevelt (a Republican). 

 

Including another criterion based on party will limit the return to one of the Roosevelt’s. 

 

You can even use the “$in” modifier to select a group of documents. 
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8.5 Function Calls 
The following table summarizes the specifics of the function calls against the MongoDB used in this 

section.   

Function Input Output 

mongo.Connection.New() None required. 
Optional: auto-connect or timeout. 

Connection object. 

db:connect() String containing host name or IP address of 
computer hosting MongoDB. 

Status code and error 
message. 

db:query() String containing MongoDB and connection 
names separated by the dot character. 

db_name.collection_name  

 
Optional string indexed Datascript table 
identifying which documents to retreive.   

{key_name=value [,…]} 

If no specification is provided, all entries are 
returned. 
Modifiers: 

“$in”, “$nin”, “$or”, “$not” 
 
Optional number of documents to return. 
 
Optional number of documents to skip 
before returning the specified number of 
documents. 
 
Optional string indexed Datascript table 
identifying which keys to include in the 
returned documents. 

Cursor and message. 
If query fails, cursor will be 
nil and message will 
contain an error message. 

db:update() String containing MongoDB and connection 
names separated by the dot character. 

db_name.collection_name  

String indexed datascript table identifying 
which collection entries to modify.   

{key_name=value [,…]} 

$set modifier 
String indexed datascript table 
containing the new data values or 
numerically indexed datascript table 
containing array elements to insert. 

$pull modifier 
String indexed datascript table 
identifying the array element to 

Status code and error 
message. 
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remove. 
$push modifier 

String indexed datascript table 
containing new array element to 
insert. 

Upsert flag 
True or false. 

Bulk insert flag 

True or false.   
Upsert flag must also be provided. 

 


